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Abstract

Expert judgment based effort estimation techniques are widely used for estimating software effort. In the absence
of process support, experts may overlook important factors during estimation, leading to inconsistent estimates. This
might cause underestimation, which is a common problem in software projects. This multi-case study aims to improve
expert estimation of software development effort. Our goal is two-fold: 1) to propose a process to develop and evolve
estimation checklists for agile teams, and 2) to evaluate the usefulness of the checklists in improving expert estima-
tion processes. The use of checklists improved the accuracy of the estimates in two case companies. In particular,
the underestimation bias was reduced to a large extent. For the third case, we could not perform a similar analysis,
due to the unavailability of historical data. However, when checklist was used in two sprints, the estimates were quite
accurate (median Balanced Relative Error (BRE) bias of -0.05 ). The study participants from the case companies ob-
served several benefits of using the checklists during estimation, such as increased confidence in estimates, improved
consistency due to help in recalling relevant factors, more objectivity in the process, improved understanding of the
tasks being estimated, and reduced chances of missing tasks.
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1. Introduction1

Effort estimation techniques based on expert judgment are the most commonly used techniques for estimating2

software development effort [1, 2, 3]. In expert estimation, the involved experts rely on their knowledge and previous3

experience to subjectively analyze a number of factors to estimate the development effort. Experts perform this4

subjective assessment using their “intuition”, which is described as a “non-explicit and non-recoverable reasoning5

process” by Jørgensen [2]. In some cases experts may rely on their intuition only, while in others experts may use6

historical data and/or checklists, subject to their availability, to make more informed estimates.7

Expert estimation involves little documentation and a light-weight process. Compared to algorithmic estimation8

models, such as COCOMO I and II [4, 5], the focus is on the experts performing the estimation. These attributes of9

expert estimation synchronize well with agile processes, where individuals and their interactions are valued more than10

processes and tools.11

The lack of formalism in expert estimation may have some negative consequences; in the absence of any explicit12

structure, expert estimation can become an ad-hoc activity. Furthermore, experts may miss important activities and13

tasks (e.g., testing effort [3] or non-functional requirements [3, 6]) and as a result underestimate development effort.14

In early project stages uncertainty is also high, e.g., due to incomplete and changing requirements, which may lead15

to inconsistent expert estimates [7]. Experts are normally aware of the factors that should be considered. However,16
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they might not always recall and consider these factors consistently during estimation. In the agile context, where17

team-based expert estimation is the norm [8, 3] and there is lack of documentation [9], junior or new team members18

might not be aware of all activities and factors that should be accounted for during effort estimation. Furthermore,19

relatively less emphasis on documentation in the agile context is also likely to result in the loss of the useful estimation20

experience generated during the effort estimation process.21

Checklists have the potential to support estimation in addressing the issues described above [2]. Checklists doc-22

ument the factors and activities that should be considered during effort estimation, which ensures that they are taken23

into account. Checklists are also useful in supporting new team members [2], who would be less aware of the activities24

and factors that should be considered during estimation. Checklists can also prove helpful in documenting and reusing25

estimation data and experience to improve estimation accuracy over time [10].26

There is evidence that the use of checklists helps to improve estimation accuracy (e.g., [11, 12]). However, we27

have not seen any empirical study in software engineering that describes and demonstrates how to develop and evolve28

such checklists for agile teams. The present study addresses these gaps by making the following contributions:29

• Propose a process to develop and evolve a customized checklist to improve expert estimation.30

• Apply the process with agile teams in three different companies to develop and evolve checklists for their31

specific contexts.32

• Evaluate the usefulness of the proposed checklists using both qualitative and quantitative data.33

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the background of this work and presents34

related work on the use of checklists in software effort estimation; the research methodology is described in Section35

3; sections 4 and 5 present the results and analysis; Section 6 provides further discussions on these results; Section 736

describes validity threats, while Section 8 concludes the paper.37

2. Background and related work38

In this section first we discuss the use of checklists in other disciplines such as aviation and health care. Next, we39

briefly discuss use of checklists in software engineering in general, also in effort estimation in particular. Lastly, we40

describe our previous works that provided important inputs and motivation for the work presented in this study.41

2.1. Checklists in other disciplines42

Checklists are widely used to avoid human error, improve safety and performance in variety of disciplines, such as43

health care, aviation and product manufacturing [13]. In complex environments, experts are likely to overlook routine44

matters due to fallible memory and distraction under pressing situations [14]. Furthermore, experts can knowingly45

skip certain tasks with the assumption that certain tasks are not always required. Checklists have the potential to help46

avoiding such lapses [14]. They are widely used in fields, such as aviation and health care, where safety and accuracy47

are critical to reduce human error [13].48

Checklists became a standard operating procedure in the aviation industry after the crash of the Boeing1 Model49

299 during the trial demonstration in 1935 [15]. From mid 1990s, electronic checklists were introduced in aircrafts to50

prevent crew errors associated with paper checklists [16, 17].51

Pronovost proposed and used a simple checklist consisting of five practices to avoid human mistakes, which were52

responsible for causing deadly infections to patients in surgical Intensive Care Units (ICUs) [18]. The intervention53

resulted in a large reduction (up to 66%) in infection rates [19]. Later, Dr. Pronovost’s idea was adopted by all other54

states of the USA [20], and was also replicated at other places (cf. [21]).55

1http://www.boeing.com/
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2.2. Checklists in software engineering56

Checklist have long been used as an aid during inspections of different software artifacts such as requirements and57

design documents, and code [22]. Checklists support inspectors or reviewers in systematically evaluating or reading58

the software artifact being inspected (cf. [23, 24, 25, 26]). Checklists are also used in empirical software engineering59

research (cf. [27, 28]) to assess the quality of the empirical studies. These inspection and review checklists can be60

classified as “evaluative checklists” [29], as the objective is to evaluate or review an artifact or document. Evaluation61

checklists improve the consistency of the evaluations by providing reviewers a set of practices or guidelines or criteria62

to be used during evaluation [30, 29].63

Besides evaluation, checklists are also employed as mnemonic instruments that serve as a “reminder system” to64

help experts in consistently applying procedures and processes [29]. Mnemonic checklists facilitate experts in remem-65

bering the relevant information and steps, which they can otherwise forget due to lapse in attention or memory [14]. In66

software effort or cost estimation, such checklists have been used to support estimators during the estimation activity67

[2]. Jørgensen [2] noted that the checklists are beneficial as they support experts in not forgetting relevant activities68

and factors during estimation, increase their confidence in estimates and encourage them to use more accurate strate-69

gies during estimation. Similar results were found by Passing and Shepperd [12], who performed an experiment with70

student subjects to investigate how the use of checklists and group discussions support expert estimation. They noted71

that the checklists improved the consistency and transparency of size and effort estimates. Further, they also found72

that the use of checklist increased the subjects’ confidence in their estimates. The checklist helped student estimators73

in recalling the relevant factors that should be considered during estimation.74

Furulund and Moløkken-Østvold [11] found that projects where checklists were used during estimation have75

relatively accurate estimates as compared to the projects where checklists were not used.76

Jørgensen [31] proposed a software cost management process framework and a preliminary checklist that follows77

the structure of the framework. The framework consists of four phases and several activities. The four phases are:78

preparation, estimation, application and learning phases. The framework and accompanying checklist have a broad79

scope, as they go beyond the typical estimation activity. Our goal is to propose and demonstrate a process to develop80

and evolve customized checklists specifically for the estimation activity to support practitioners in arriving at better81

estimates in an agile context.82

2.3. Process support for software estimation checklists83

There is a lack of process support for developing and implementing software estimation checklists. In the study by84

Furulund and Moløkken-Østvold [11], the focus is on demonstrating the usefulness of checklists and experience data85

in increasing the estimation accuracy. How the checklist was developed, evolved and used during effort estimation86

was not discussed. Likewise, Passing and Shepperd [12] investigated the use of checklist and group discussions in87

supporting expert estimation. In this study as well, the focus was not on process support for developing and imple-88

menting the checklist. The checklist contents are listed and consist of the typical activities (e.g., manage requirements,89

class design, prototype development, defect fixing, unit testing, documentation etc.) in a development project.90

As mentioned previously, the preliminary checklist proposed by Jørgensen [31] is structured on a project man-91

agement framework consisting of four phases and twelve activities. The checklist is based on a number of sources,92

including estimation checklists from the six Norwegian software companies, and the literature on cost management,93

forecasting and estimation. The scope of the checklist is much wider than the typical estimation activity, and also94

includes phases, such as preparation phase, beyond the typical estimation activity. In the context of the agile teams,95

wherein estimation is performed repeatedly with each release and iteration, it may not be feasible to use a long check-96

list covering activities beyond the typical estimation activity. Furthermore, checklist factors should be empirically97

grounded in the context in which they are intended to be used. Jørgensen [31] suggested that the proposed preliminary98

checklist should be customized to include only the relevant issues.99

Hales et al. [29] recommended that the contents of the checklist should be identified systematically through a100

review of the peer-reviewed literature, and should also take into account the contextual factors of the local hospital.101

Our aim is also to develop estimation checklists, and accompanying process support, that are based both on published102

literature and also on the systematically elicited input from the involved agile teams. Hales et al. [29] also suggested103

that the checklist should not be onerous, and should first be pilot tested in a controlled environment. We also aim to104

develop a customized and light-weight checklist. Furthermore, before transferring the checklist to the involved teams,105
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we aim to present, validate and revise it first in a controlled setting, and then later evolve it further based on feedback106

from the actual use.107

2.4. Agile estimation taxonomy108

We organized the state of the art and practice on effort estimation in agile context as a facet based taxonomy [32],109

referred here as AET (Agile Estimation Taxonomy). At the top level, AET has four dimensions: context, estimation110

technique, effort predictors and effort estimate. Software effort estimation is carried out in a certain context (e.g.,111

company/team size, domain, agile practices followed etc.) in which the estimator(s) use some estimation technique112

(s) (e.g., expert judgment, case base reasoning etc.) and effort predictors (e.g., size, teams expertise etc.) to arrive113

at an effort estimate (e.g., point estimate in hour or three point estimate etc.). These dimensions in turn have several114

facets, which were identified through a systematic review [8] and survey [3] on effort estimation in agile context. We115

used AET to characterize the effort estimation process of the three cases included in this study in Section 3.116

We used AET to characterize effort estimation processes of three companies. These companies found AET useful117

in documenting their effort estimation sessions [32]. The AET, however, was not used during the effort estimation118

process. To do so, we decided to develop a checklist instrument to support and structure the otherwise largely ad-119

hoc expert judgment based effort estimation process, which is the most frequently practiced estimation technique in120

software industry [2, 33].121

The factors identified in AET served as important input in this study. In particular, AET’s effort predictor dimen-122

sion encompasses factors (see Table 1) that estimators consider during the effort estimation process. Further input to123

this study came from an industrial case study on effort estimation in large scale development [34]. We investigated124

and identified factors (Table 1) that impact the accuracy of the effort estimates. Based on the data and participants’125

opinion, the study recommended that it is important to consider the identified factors during effort estimation, as they126

can potentially lead to effort overruns in the project. Table 1 lists factors identified in our previous works, which acted127

as a starting point in this study.128

Table 1: Potential checklist factors from previous works

Factor AET Case Study

Product size X X
Team’s skill level X X
Multi-site development issues X X
Team’s prior experience with similar tasks X -
Non-functional requirements X -
Customer communication X -
Customer priority - X

3. Research methodology129

We selected case study methodology to investigate effort estimation, which is the phenomenon under study. Based130

on Runeson et al.’s classification [27], it can be classified as “improving” case study as our goal was to improve the131

expert effort estimation process.132

3.1. Research context133

The study is performed in three different case companies. The details about these companies, their products and134

processes are described in the following.135

3.1.1. Case company 1: Infoway136

Infoway2 is a medium-sized Brazilian company developing software applications for the health sector. It has137

over 40 employees in different development roles. We worked with two teams working on two different products at138

Infoway: Product A and B.139

2http://infoway-br.com/
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Product A is a management information system for health insurance providers. The product supports insurance140

providers in marketing and sales management, order management, customer records and payment management. It141

also provides an interface to hospitals through which they can register patients and interact with their corresponding142

insurance providers for authorization of the treatments. The development team consists of three developers, one team143

lead and a project manager. The product has been evolved for over 7 years, and is being used by many insurance144

companies in Brazil. The product is being developed in Java3 and consists of approximately 0.41 million lines of145

code.146

Product B is a business intelligence application to support health insurance providers to optimize their insurance147

plans. It helps the insurance providers to setup key indicators to monitor the pattern of physicians recommending148

different examinations to their customers. The product notes and reports the unusual behavior/pattern as an alert to149

the managers of the insurance provider. The managers can set up new indicators, and also define/change the thresholds150

for alerts associated with different indicators. The development team consists of five developers and a team lead (who151

also performs the project management tasks). The product has been evolved for over 5 years, and is being used by152

many insurance companies in Brazil. The product is being developed in JAVA and frameworks associated with Java153

(e.g., Spring framework 4). The code size is approximately 0.49 million lines of code.154

3.1.2. Case company 2: Diyatech155

Diyatech5 is a medium-sized software vendor based in Pakistan. It has over 50 employees based in Pakistan. They156

develop performance enhancement applications for distributed environments. We studied one product of Diyatech:157

Product C. Product C is designed to enhance performance and support extreme transaction processing for applica-158

tions running in distributed environments. It is being developed by a 6-8 member development team. It is a mature159

product having customers in the USA and EU in finance, health and airline industries. It is being evolved for over 10160

years. Product C is developed in .Net platform6. Some code is also written in Java, C++ and PHP. The code size is161

approximately 1.5 million lines of codes.162

3.1.3. Case company 3: TSoft163

Case company 3, referred here as TSoft due to the company’s confidentiality requirements, is an offshore devel-164

opment center of a transport company based in Norway. It is a new setup to develop an application for the parent165

company in Norway. One of the senior executives in Norway acts as the product owner, and interacts with the devel-166

opment center. The parent company in Norway is the main customer. However, the long term aim is to develop and167

market the product to outside world as well. The development team consists of a project manager, four developers, one168

QA engineer and a UI designer. The first release of the product was round the corner when this study was performed.169

The product is being developed in .Net platform. For mobile front ends, Android7 and iOS8 are used.170

3.1.4. Unit of analysis171

172

The unit of analysis is the effort estimation process used in the case organizations. Expert judgment based effort173

estimation is practiced in all three case organizations.174

At infoway both teams use planning poker to estimate selected tasks during a monthly sprint plan meeting. This175

sprint plan meeting normally takes place during the first week of each month. Teams use the last week of each month176

for retrospectives, and for converting the backlog items to tasks that can be estimated and assigned to individual team177

members in the next meeting. The central two weeks are used by team members to develop and test the tasks assigned178

to them. The customer department interacts with the clients to collect the new requirements and feedback. The project179

manager is responsible for interacting with the clients, mainly through customer department, and if required directly180

as well.181

3https://go.java/index.html
4https://projects.spring.io/spring-framework
5http://www.diyatech.com
6https://www.microsoft.com/net/
7https://www.android.com
8https://developer.apple.com/ios/
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In parallel with the planned tasks for a sprint, Infoway teams have to work on the immediate unplanned customer182

requirements as well. In order to account for this continuous flow of unplanned requirements, managers set the focus183

factor for a team. A focus factor of 60% for a team means that 60% of the time in the sprint is allocated for the planned184

tasks, while the remaining 40% is reserved for the immediate customer requests. The focus factor for Infoway teams185

varies from 50% to 80%.186

At Diyatech, the development unit consists of one development manager, architects, development and QA (Quality187

Assurance) teams and their respective leads. The marketing team identifies the features for the next release, and188

translate them to specific requirements. The development unit also gives their input in this feature discovery phase.189

The development manager is responsible for estimating the requirements for the next release. He consults architects190

and leads of the development and QA teams during the estimation process. One release consists of three to four191

sprints, wherein one sprint is three to four weeks long. In the last sprint of every release emphasis is on validation of192

the implemented functionality.193

At TSoft the project manager maintains the product backlog with the help of the product owner in Norway. The194

team uses two weeks time boxed sprints to manage the development. At the end of each sprint, the developers select195

relevant items from the backlog for the next sprint, and individually prepare an effort estimate. The selected items and196

their estimates are discussed in a sprint plan meeting at the start of each sprint.197

3.1.5. Commonalities in three cases198

199

The following three aspects are common in the three case organizations:200

• Some variant of expert judgment based approach is used to estimate effort.201

• The organizations follow agile practices such as sprint and release planning, time boxed sprints, stand ups and202

retrospectives, unit testing, backlog etc.203

• Effort is mostly underestimated, i.e. actual effort exceeds the corresponding estimate. This was highlighted204

upfront at the start of our collaboration in all three cases. Later, every interviewee in all three cases confirmed205

it. This is in line with the evidence in the effort estimation literature, which shows that underestimation occurs206

more frequently as compared to other scenarios (e.g., [3, 33]).207

3.2. Research questions208

The overarching research goal is to improve the expert judgment based effort estimation process in an agile context.209

We focused on expert judgment for being the frequently used estimation approach in software industry in general [2],210

and for the agile context in particular [8, 3]. The context is agile software development as agile practices are widely211

used in software industry these days.212

After understanding the research context described above, the following specific research questions were framed213

to guide this study:214

• RQ1: How to develop and evolve a customized checklist to support expert judgment based effort estimation?215

• RQ2: How useful is the checklist in improving expert judgment based effort estimation?216

3.3. Data collection methods217

We used multiple data collection methods in all cases to ensure method and source triangulation [27]. The em-218

ployed methods are listed below.219

1. Interviews: We used semi-structured interviews at multiple stages in all cases: First, with a senior manager to220

understand the organization, the case context and an overview of the estimation process, and then later with the221

team members for more specific elicitation, feedback and validation purposes.222

2. Workshop: We used the workshop to present and explain the estimation checklist to the team members, and223

also to take their initial feedback.224
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Table 2: Description of data collection mechanism in the case organizations

Organization Data collection

Infoway In the beginning two interviews over Skype were conducted with the company director to understand the
company profile and portfolio, and planning and estimation processes. The study plan was also agreed upon
in these discussions over Skype. Later, the first author visited the company in Brazil to conduct the face to
face interviews and workshops. For product A, we interviewed two developers, team lead and the project
manager. For Product B, we interviewed the team lead and three developers. The workshop was conducted
jointly with representatives from both teams. The feedback on the checklist was subsequently obtained
through an iterative process using questionnaire (filled by the teams jointly) and interviews with the team
leads. Team leads selected the developers for interviews.
The effort metrics (actual and estimated effort in hours) were collected by the respective team leads from
the project management tool used in the organization.

Diyatech To start with two interviews over Skype with the development manager were conducted focusing on the
company profile and portfolio, and planning and estimation processes. Later, the first author visited Pakistan
to conduct interviews and workshops with the development manager. The interviews with the architect and
the developers were conducted in the written form, i.e. open ended questions were handed over to them
through development manager (see interview questions in Appendix A). The development manager selected
the developers for written interviews. The feedback on the checklist was subsequently obtained through an
iterative process using questionnaire and interviews with the development manager. We did not interact
directly with the development team in this case, as they were not involved in the estimation process.
The effort metrics (actual and estimated effort in hours) were collected by the development manager in a
spreadsheet from the project management tool used in the organization.

TSoft One Skype interview with the project manager was performed to understand the case context, and their
planning and estimation processes. Later, the first author visited the company to conduct interviews and
workshops with the development team. We interviewed project manager, three developers and one tester.
The workshop was run jointly with these team members. The feedback on the checklist was subsequently
obtained through an iterative process using questionnaire and interviews with all interviewees.
Being a new offshore setup, TSoft did not maintain the effort metrics of their previously completed sprints.
They, however, started doing that during this study.

3. Questionnaire: We also used questionnaires to take team members’ feedback on estimation checklists and also225

on the process used to develop these checklists. The questionnaires are provided at the end in the Appendix A.226

4. Metrics: We obtained the effort related data from the archival records of the companies.227

5. Checklist data: We operationalized the estimation checklist as a spreadsheet so that the usage data is stored.228

The data collection methods listed above were applied differently in the three case organizations due to varying229

contexts, availability and confidentiality. The details are described in Table 2.230

Table 3 presents the demographic information of the study participants for all three cases. Although the three231

case companies followed agile practices, they do not have typical agile roles (e.g., Scrum master). In case of Infoway232

teams, developers, team leads and the project managers are involved in sprint planning and estimation. In Diyatech233

case, the development manager in consultation with the architect and the team leads performs the release planning234

and estimation. Lastly, in TSoft case developers and project managers perform the sprint planning and estimation.235

3.4. Data analysis236

We analyzed the qualitative data gathered through interviews and questionnaire by applying coding [35]. We used237

the existing knowledge on effort estimation (e.g., known reasons for effort overruns) to manually assign interpretive238

and pattern codes [35] to the interview text. The data obtained in the interviews was used to describe the effort239

estimation process and the factors that should be considered during effort estimation process. The estimation process,240

and the factors organized as a checklist were validated with the teams in workshops to ensure the correctness. The241

qualitative data in the questionnaire was validated by conducting follow up interviews in all cases. The quantitative242

data collected through questionnaire about the relevance of each factor in checklist was analyzed by using simple243

frequency statistics.244
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Table 3: Demographic information of the study participants

No. Role Exp. in Total exp. No. and type of
current com-
pany

in industry interviews

(Years) (Years)

Infoway - Product A
1 Project manager 1.5 5 one face to face only (1 hr)
2 Team lead 3.5 3.5 several (both face to face and Skype)
3 Developer 1 2 2 one face to face only (45 mins)
4 Developer 2 4 5 one face to face only (30 mins)

Infoway - Product B
1 Team lead 1 4 several (both face to face and Skype)
2 Developer 1 1 4 one face to face only (45 mins)
3 Developer 2 1 5 one face to face only (25 mins)
4 Developer 3 0.5 3.5 one face to face only (25 mins)

Diyatech
1 Development manager 13 13 several (both face to face, phone and Skype)
2 Architect 10 10 written open ended
3 Developer 1 1 4 written open ended
4 Developer 2 3.5 3.5 written open ended
5 Developer 3 5 5 written open ended
6 Developer 4 3 6 written open ended

TSoft
1 Project manager 1 3 several (both face to face and Skype)
2 Developer 1 0.5 2.5 one face to face (1 hr) and one Skype (20 mins)
3 Developer 2 1 3.5 one face to face (45 mins) and one Skype (15 mins)
4 Developer 3 0.5 2 one face to face (30 mins) and one Skype (15 mins)
5 Quality engineer 0.5 0.5 one face to face only (30 mins)

We used BRE (Balanced Relative Error) to calculate the accuracy of the effort estimates. Historically, the Mag-245

nitude of Relative Error (MRE) has been frequently used for estimation accuracy. However, it has recently been246

criticized for its biased treatment of over and under estimation [36, 37, 38]. BRE balances the over and underestima-247

tion, and have therefore been used in many recent studies on effort estimation [39, 40]. BRE (Equation 1) calculates248

the magnitude of the estimation error, while BREbias (Equation 2), in addition to the magnitude of error, also shows249

the direction (over or under) of estimation error.250

BRE =
|actual effort − estimated effort|

min( actual effort, estimated effort )
(1)

BREbias =
( actual effort − estimated effort )

min( actual effort, estimated effort )
(2)

We used BREbias in this study, as we are interested in both magnitude and direction of the estimation error.251

To select an appropriate statistical test, we applied normality tests (Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov) in252

SPSS9 on BREbias values of estimates from all cases, which indicated that the tested data are not from a normally253

distributed population. Therefore, we selected a non-parametric test (i.e., Mann-Whitney test [41]) to check if there254

is any statistical difference between the accuracy of effort estimates before and after the introduction of the checklists255

in the three case companies.256

3.5. Characterizing the three cases with the Agile Estimation Taxonomy (AET) [32]257

In Table 4 we applied the AET (briefly described earlier in Section 2.4) to characterize the effort estimation process258

of the three case companies included in this study. The characterization includes the details about the four taxonomy259

dimensions, i.e., context, effort predictors, estimation technique and effort estimate.260

9https://www.ibm.com/analytics/spss-statistics-software
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Table 4: Using AET to characterize estimation process of the three cases
Dimension Facet Infoway Diyatech TSoft

Context Planning level Sprint Release Sprint

Main estimated activity Implementation and Testing
(I&T) All I&T

Agile Method(s) Customized Scrum Customized Scrum Scrum practices
Product domain eHealth Performance enhancement Transportation
Project setting Co-located Co-located Co-located
Estimation unit Task Requirement Task
Number of tasks/reqs. Refer to Table 9 Refer to Table 12 21 tasks
Team size 5-6 6-8 7

Effort
predictors Refer to their final checklists in Appendix A to see the effort predictors used during effort estimation

Estimation
technique Technique name Planning poker Expert judgment Expert judgment

Type Group Individual Group
Effort estimate Estimation unit Hrs Hrs Hrs

Estimate type Point Point Point
Accuracy measure BREbias BREbias BREbias
Effort data (actual, estimate
and accuracy level achieved) Refer to Table 9 and Table 12 to see the details

4. Results and Analysis - RQ1261

This question aims to describe the process that we used to develop and evolve estimation checklists in the three262

case organizations. The process consists of five activities (see Figure 1): understand estimation context, develop and263

present checklist, validate checklist statically, validate checklist dynamically, transfer and follow up. We describe264

these activities, how they were applied in the three case companies, their inputs and outputs in the following sections.265

The concepts of static and dynamic validation are adopted from Gorshek et al.’s [42] technology transfer model.266

4.1. Understand estimation context267

The purpose of this activity is two-fold: 1) to understand the current effort estimation process and the context in268

which it is carried out, 2) to elicit the factors that should be included in the checklist.269

Once the checklist is developed, it needs to be implemented and integrated with the estimation process of the case270

company. To do that effectively, it is important to understanding the current estimation process and the context (e.g.,271

at which stage, release or iteration, estimation is performed) in which it is carried out.272

Checklist factors can be identified in different ways, such as:273

• Top down: In top down approach, effort and cost drivers from the effort estimation literature (e.g., [4, 5]) can be274

used as factors to include in the checklist. Traditional cost estimation models use these drivers in arriving at the275

cost and effort estimates. However, in expert judgment based approaches experts use the contextual information276

to determine the effort estimates. The general purpose cost drivers are not relevant for all contexts.277

• Bottom up: In bottom up approach, the factors are identified directly from the software experts involved in the278

estimation process. Understandably, factors identified in this way are likely to be different for each case. As279

the factors are elicited from the experts involved in the estimation process, they would be relevant for the given280

context.281

• Hybrid: In this approach a combination of the above two approaches can be used. The factors from the literature282

can be used as starting point for discussion. Based on the discussion with the experts, additional factors can be283

identified.284

Hales et al. [29], for the development of medical checklists, suggested to based the checklist contents both on the285

published literature and the local hospital policies and procedures. We also used a hybrid approach to elicit relevant286

factors for estimation checklist. The factors identified in our previous works (see Section 2 and Table 1) were used to287

guide the discussion in the semi-structured interviews with the study participants to identify additional factors. The288

results from all cases are presented in Table 5. We found that the requirements related issues are considered as the289

main factor behind effort overruns by all interviewees from the three case companies.290
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1.	Understand	
estimation	context

•Identify	CL	(CheckList)	factors
•Undestand	current	estimation	process

2.	Develop	and	
present	initial	CL

•Develop	initial	CL	using	identified	factors
•Present	CL	to	the	involved	development	team(s)	
•Discuss	how	CL	will	be	included	in	the	estimation	process
•Obtain	team's	initial	feedback
•Revise	CL	based	on	team	feedback,	and	present	again	in	case	of	significant	changes
•Discuss	next	step,	and	request	the	involved	team(s)	to	prepare	for	the	static	validation

3.	Validate	CL	
statically

•The	Involved	team(s)	use	CL	on	a	sample	of	old	requirements/tasks
•Obtain	team's	feedback	after	trial
•Revise	CL	based	on	feedback	and	send	revised	CL	to	the	team
•Discuss	next	step,	and	request	teams	to	prepare	for	the	dynamic	validation

4.	Validate	CL	
dynamically

•The	Involved	team(s)	use	CL	in	real	context	with	their	estimation	process
•Obtain	team's	feedback	after	real	use
•Discuss	next	step,	and	request	teams	to	keep	recording	the	effort	data
•Request	effort	data	after	the	end	of	the	planned	release/iteration	for	accuracy	analysis

5.	Transfer	and	
followup

•Revise	CL	based	on	team's	feedback
•Transfer	the	revised	CL	to	the	teams	for	the	future	use
•Obtain	feedback	on	the	CL	development	process,	and	transfer	it	to	the	teams	for	self	use	
in	future
•Plan	and	perform	followup,	if	possible

Figure 1: Checklist development process.
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Table 5: checklist factors identified through interviews

No. Factor Infoway Diyatech TSoft
Product A Product B
(n* = 4) (n = 4) (n = 6) (n = 5)

1 Requirements issues (changes, missing details etc.) 4** 4 6 5
2 New type of tasks involve more uncertainty 4 3 4 4
3 Overestimating the available skills/knowledge in team 3 4 3 3
4 Missing tasks while decomposing requirements 3 3 2 3
5 Ignoring non-functional requirements 3 3 2 3
6 Architecturally complex tasks introduce more delays 3 3 6 4
7 Large sized tasks are more prune to effort overruns 2 2 1 2
8 Team members working on other projects/tasks in parallel 2 1 - 2
9 New team members 2 2 2 -
10 Low team productivity during recent sprints 1 1 2 1
11 Involvement of external interfaces - - - 5
*n is the number of team members who were interviewed.
**The numbers in the table denote the number of interviewees who considered a particular factor as relevant for estimation.

Infoway.291

Infoway teams use planning poker, an expert judgment based group estimation technique, to estimate effort. We292

elicited details of the estimation process initially during Skype interviews with company director, and later during face293

to face interviews with team leads and members (see Section 3.1 for details).294

In order to elicit the factors that should be considered during estimation, we asked study participants to discuss295

and describe the reasons for the most frequent estimation scenario (i.e., effort overruns) in their teams. The identified296

factors from the two Infoway teams are listed in Table 5. Four factors (No. 3, 4, 5 and 7 in Table 5) overlap with the297

previous works. The remaining factors, such as No. 1 and 2, have been described as the leading reasons for effort298

overruns in other studies as well (e.g., [3]).299

Diyatech.300

At Diyatech the development manager uses expert judgment to estimate requirements for the next release. He301

takes input from the architect and the team leads. The developers are not involved in the estimation process (see302

Section 3.1 for more details). The development manager and the architect have been working in the same company303

for over ten years. The factors that contribute to the inaccurate effort estimation are described in Table 5. These were304

used as input to the first draft of the estimation checklist for Diyatech.305

TSoft.306

At Tsoft, team members prepare estimates for the selected backlog items for the next release. The estimates307

are discussed and revised, if required, in a sprint meeting. In the opinion of the development team, the factors that308

contribute to the effort overruns are listed in Table 5. These factors overlap with the factors elicited from the other309

two cases. The one additional factor is related to the external interfaces in case of TSoft. The system being developed310

had to interface with several third party systems, and the tasks that involve these interfaces were more complex. We311

used these factors as input to develop the first version of the estimation checklist for TSoft.312

4.2. Develop and present initial checklist313

The purpose of this activity is to use the output of the previous elicitation step to formulate and present a cus-314

tomized checklist for the involved teams. The checklist would include factors that should be considered by the team315

when estimating requirements. It is an iterative step wherein the proposed checklist should be revised based on teams’316

feedback. In case there are no more change suggestions, the involved teams are requested to prepare for the next step,317

i.e., static validation, wherein they will have to apply the checklist to estimate a sample of old tasks or requirements.318

While presenting the checklist to the involved teams, it should also be discussed how exactly the checklist will be319

used by the teams during effort estimation.320
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Infoway.321

The first version of the Infoway estimation checklist is described in Table 6. The last column in Table 6 links322

checklist factors with the factors we identified through interviews. Since it was enough to show this linkage once, we323

did not include this last column in other checklist tables to keep them short.324

We conducted a joint workshop with both teams to present the checklist and take participants’ initial feedback. We325

presented each checklist item by focusing on three questions: What (is the factor), Why (is it there in the checklist),326

and How (is it to be answered during estimation). During the discussion on the “how” part, we discussed suitable327

scale values that teams would be required to select for each factor while filling in the checklist to estimate a task or328

requirement. It was agreed that the checklist would be operationalized as a spreadsheet. The team leads would use its329

factors to guide estimation discussions and would also answer each factor with a consensus value.330

The participants agreed on the following changes (see rows in gray background in Table 6) during the workshop:331

• Remove Factor 10, and add it as last scale value in place of “Lacking” with Factor 8. We therefore removed332

Factor 10 and redefined the scale of Factor 8 as: Very good, good, average, below average and need to talk to333

customer before moving on.334

• Add a new factor to identify the type of the task, i.e., implementation or testing.335

We incorporated these recommended changes in the checklist, and handed it over to the teams for static validation336

(see next Section).337

In the light of the discussions during workshop, we also added detailed notes in the spreadsheet with each checklist338

factor explaining the factor and corresponding scale values and when a value should be selected.339

An example note with the checklist factor about domain knowledge:

It is the information/knowledge about the domain of the product that you are developing. For example in case of
ehealth products, information on the health system, insurance policies, rules etc. represent domain knowledge

Select ”Very good” if you think team has all the domain knowledge required to implement this task
Select ”Good” if you think team has most of the domain knowledge required to implement/test this task
Select ”Average” if you think team has to study/research for some time to obtain the required domain knowledge
Select ”Below Average” If you think team has to study/research more to obtain the required domain knowledge
Select ”Lacking” if you think team needs to study/research a lot or need help from seniors or other sources to be able
to get the required domain knowledge.

340

Diyatech.341

The first version of the checklist is described in Table 7. It was shared with the development manager for initial342

feedback. Later, it was also discussed in one workshop session with the development manager wherein the first author343

presented each checklist item and its corresponding scale values. Besides describing each checklist factor and the344

reason behind its inclusion in the checklist, we also explained how can it be answered. Using the knowledge and345

experience from the Infoway case, we also described and presented the explanations for how to answer each checklist346

factor by selecting the appropriate scale values. Checklist was implemented as a spreadsheet in this case as well.347

It was discussed that the development manager would first answer all checklist factors with suitable values before348

proposing the most likely effort estimate for each requirement.349

The following changes were suggested during this workshop:350

• Remove Factor 10 as it is not relevant to the type of system being developed in the case under study.351

• Remove Factor 13 as the team members do not work on other projects in their context.352

We incorporated these changes in the checklist and handed over the revised version (Table A.3 in Appendix A) to353

the development manager for static validation.354
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Table 6: Infoway checklist V1

No. Checklist factor Scale Linked factor no.
in Table 5

1 How similar is the task to the previously developed tasks? To a great extent, somewhat, very
little, not at all

No. 2

2 Rank team’s technical competence/skills required to imple-
ment and test this task

Very good, good, average, below
average, lacking

No. 3

3 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this
task

Very good, good, average, below
average, lacking

No. 3

4 Does the task require an architectural change? Yes, not sure, no No. 6
5 Does the task involve communication between multiple (sub)

systems?
Yes, not sure, no No. 6

6 Does the task involve accessing and/or modifying several dif-
ferent elements/tables in the persistence/DB layer?

Yes, not sure, no No. 6

7 Are there stringent non-functional requirements (performance,
security etc.) associated with this task?

Yes, not sure, no No. 5

8 How clear is your understanding of the task? Very good, good, average, below
average, lacking

No. 1

9 Is the task size suitable to fit in the planned sprint? Yes, not sure, no No. 7
10 Is there a need to communicate with customer to further clarify

this task?
Yes, not sure, no No. 1

11 Will the team or some member(s) be working on other prod-
ucts/projects/tasks in parallel?

Yes, not sure, no No. 8

12 Does the team has new member(s)? Yes, no No. 9
13 Rank team’s recent productivity Very good, good, average, below

average, lacking
No. 10

Based on the above characterizations, most likely effort estimate for this task is: ———– hours

Table 7: Diyatech checklist V1

No. Checklist factor Scale

1 The requirement is classified as: x, y, z (company specific categories)
2 How similar is the requirement to the previously developed require-

ments?
To a great extent, somewhat, very little, not at all

3 Rank team’s technical competence required to implement this require-
ment

Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

4 Rank team’s technical competence required to test this requirement Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
5 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this requirement Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
6 Rank team’s recent productivity Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
7 Does the team has new member(s)? Yes, no
8 Will this requirement’s implementation involve an architectural change? Yes, not sure, no
9 Will this requirement’s implementation involve communication be-

tween multiple (sub) systems?
Yes, not sure, no

10 Does the task involve accessing and/or modifying several different ele-
ments/tables in the persistence/DB layer?

Yes, not sure, no

11 The requirement is classified as Functional Requirement (FR) or Non-
Functional Requirement (NFR) or both?

Only an NFR, FR with major NFR constraints, FR
with minor NFR constraints, only FR

12 How clear is your understanding of the requirement? Very good, good, average, below average, need to talk
to customer before moving on

13 Will the team or some member(s) be working on other prod-
ucts/projects/tasks in parallel?

Yes, not sure, no

14 Is the requirement size suitable to fit in the planned release? Yes, not sure, no

Based on the above characterizations, specify your most likely effort estimate for the following activities:
Requirements analysis ——— hrs

Documentation ——— hrs
Design ——— hrs
Coding ——— hrs
Testing ——— hrs

Non-development work ——— hrs

Total ———— hrs
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Table 8: Tsoft checklist V1
No. Checklist factor Scale

1 What is the type of the task? UI, Business logic, DB
2 How similar is the task to the previously developed tasks? To a great extent, somewhat, very little, not

at all
3 Rank team’s technical competence/skills required to implement and test

this task
Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking

4 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this task Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking

5 Will the task implementation likely to involve interfacing with external
services/systems?

Yes, not sure, no

6 Does the task require an architectural change? Yes, not sure, no
7 Does the task involve communication between multiple (sub) systems? Yes, not sure, no
8 Does the task involve accessing and/or modifying several different ele-

ments/tables in the persistence/DB layer?
Yes, not sure, no

9 Are there stringent non-functional requirements (performance, security
etc.) associated with this task?

Yes, not sure, no

10 How clear is your understanding of the task? Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking

11 Is the task size suitable to fit in the planned sprint? Yes, not sure, no
12 Will the team or some member(s) be working on other prod-

ucts/projects/tasks in parallel?
Yes, not sure, no

13 Rank team’s recent productivity Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking

Based on the above characterizations, most likely effort estimate for this task is: ———– hours

TSoft.355

The first version of TSoft checklist is described in Table 8. It was presented to the development team in a workshop356

held in the company. We used the same approach as discussed above in the Infoway case to present checklist to the357

TSoft team. TSoft team members individually prepare initial estimates of their tasks before discussing them in joint358

meeting. It was agreed that the team members would first use the checklist while preparing their individual estimates,359

and later to present and discuss their estimates in the joint meeting.360

The following changes were proposed in the workshop:361

• Revise Factor 1 on task classification to include more options in the available scale points. Previously, we had362

just frontend, backend and business logic as task types. The team members suggested to include a combination363

of these types as additional option.364

• Remove Factor 13 about team recent productivity. The team members opined that the recent productivity could365

be bad due to issues outside their control, such as ambiguity in requirements, and therefore should not be a366

factor in determining the estimates.367

We incorporated these recommendations in the checklist, and handed over the revised checklist (Table A.5 in368

Appendix A) to them for static validation.369

4.3. Validate checklist statically370

In static validation the involved team(s) is asked to use the checklist to estimate a sample of tasks or requirements371

from previous sprints. The idea is to allow the teams to use the checklist in a close to real situation to develop a good372

understanding of how to use the checklist to estimate tasks. After the validation, team’s feedback is elicited focusing373

on the suggestions for further improvement. In case of major changes, the revised checklist should be tried again by374

the involved teams. At the end of this step, the teams should be requested to prepare for using the revised checklist in375

real context.376
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Infoway.377

At the end of the workshop described above in Section 4.2, both teams were requested to select a sample of at378

least three tasks from previous sprints, and estimate them with the checklist. It was decided that the two team leads379

would perform this task, and would act as the contact persons for this study. They would themselves interact with the380

teams, if and when required.381

We held a discussion with both team leads where they were requested to explain how they used the checklist, and382

provide their feedback. The team leads expressed positive opinion on the checklist, and both shared their desire to use383

the checklist dynamically during the next sprint plan meeting. Furthermore, changes in the two factors were suggested384

and agreed.385

• The first change is about Factor 7, which deals with non-functional requirements. Team leads suggested that it386

is possible that a task is entirely about a non-functional requirement or functional requirement or both. Further,387

this factor should also be moved to the top of the list to identify the task type upfront.388

• The second change is about the newly added factor during the workshop, which is about type of the task.389

The team leads explained that sometimes a task is assigned to a team member to do some research on it. To390

incorporate that, we added a new scale value “Research” besides implementation and testing in this factor.391

The revised checklist is displayed in Appendix A (Table A.1) with revised factors marked with the gray back-392

ground. The team leads expressed their teams’ readiness in using the revised checklist during the next sprint plan393

meeting.394

Diyatech.395

After using the checklist to estimate a sample of requirements from a previous release, one more factor was396

suggested to be included in the checklist. The factor is about priority of the requirements with respect to the importance397

of the customers to the product and company. The requirements from the old and large customers are treated as high398

priority items. The development manager opined that this should be reflected in the checklist. We added this factor in399

the revised checklist (Table A.3 in Appendix A). The development manager expressed his interest to continue to use400

the checklist in actual planning.401

TSoft.402

All involved members at TSoft used the checklist to estimate a sample of three previous tasks. After this exercise,403

we held a face to face session with them. The only change requested by two members of the team was to re-arrange404

the checklist factors by moving up the factor about task understandability. We re-organized the checklist according to405

the sequence suggested by them. The team members expressed confidence and interest in using the checklist during406

the next iteration planning instance.407

4.4. Validate checklist dynamically408

409

The purpose of dynamic validation is to start using the estimation checklist in real context, i.e., during estimation410

and planning meetings to estimate tasks or requirements. After teams have practically used the checklist with their411

effort estimation process for some time, one can analyze its usefulness and obtain teams’ feedback on their interest412

using and evolving it in future. It is an iterative step wherein teams can continue to evolve the checklist in light of413

their experiences to add or remove or modify checklist factors. Checklist should not be perceived as a final or static414

document. It is important to request the involved teams to keep record of the effort data, so that after the release or415

iteration is complete, we are able to analyze the estimation accuracy.416

Infoway.417

The revised checklist, described in Appendix A (Table A.1), was handed over to the team leads as two separate418

spreadsheets. It was discussed and agreed that the team leads would ensure that each checklist factor is characterized419

before estimating a task during estimation meetings. The first author stayed with the teams in Brazil until this stage.420

After both teams had used the checklist with two sprints, we contacted team leads to take their feedback. The421

checklist’ perceived benefits and its impact on accuracy are discussed in Section 5. Both teams expressed keen422

interest in continuing to use the checklist in future. The following changes were suggested by the two teams.423
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• The teams suggested to add another factor to deal with the issue of legacy code. Since both teams are working424

on relatively old products, a considerable amount of legacy code has been developed. The tasks that involve425

changing or understanding legacy code are more effort intensive. We therefore added a new factor in the426

checklist about legacy code.427

• The teams opined in cases where there will be relatively less time available for estimation meetings, the use of428

checklist adds some time overhead. To deal with such scenario it was discussed to classify the checklist factors429

into two parts: mandatory and optional. Mandatory part consists of those factors that will be characterized in430

all situations, while optional part includes factors that will be filled subject to the availability of the time. Fur-431

thermore, the team leads opted to do this classifications by themselves after consultations with their respective432

teams. The two leads finalized a common checklist consisting of the two parts, mandatory and optional.433

The checklist was further revised (see Table A.2 in Appendix A) in the light of the changes mentioned above, and434

handed over to the Infoway teams for future use.435

Diyatech.436

The revised checklist was used in estimating requirements of one release. The development manager and the437

architect suggested the following two changes in the checklist:438

• Some requirements involve designing and implementing complex distributed algorithms. These requirements439

are found to be more challenging. They suggested to add a new factor to cover such cases.440

• Another factor, related to the interruptions caused by meetings and other company events, was highlighted.441

These interruptions affect the momentum of the team members due to the switching of the context from the442

work.443

We added the two suggested factors in the checklist, and handed over the revised version of the checklist (Table444

A.4 in Appendix A) to the development manager. The encouraging sign for us was their interest in continuing to use445

the checklist in future as well.446

TSoft.447

TSoft team used the estimation checklist in two sprints to estimate tasks. The team did not suggest any change in448

the checklist. They expressed their interest in using the checklist with future sprints as well.449

4.5. Transfer and follow up450

451

After the estimation checklist has been dynamically validated, the next step is to revise and transfer the finalized452

checklist to the teams. Furthermore, it is important to submit a study report to the company management describing453

the whole exercise and its outputs in the form of final checklist and its version history. The report should also explain454

the benefits of using estimation checklists based on the analysis of the data collected during the whole process. It is up455

to the company management to see if they are interested in officially adding the checklist instrument as part of their456

estimation process.457

Besides transferring the checklist to the involved teams, it is also important to transfer the process used to develop458

the estimation checklists. If the teams understand all activities of the process and their purpose, they can themselves459

apply the process to develop or evolve estimation checklists for different contexts (e.g., new project).460

A further follow up step can be performed after some time in future. The aim is to determine if the checklist is461

still in use or being evolved, and how useful it has been in improving the effort estimation process.462
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Infoway.463

Given that the teams have expressed their interest in continuing the use of estimation checklist after dynamic464

validation step, the finalized checklist is transferred to the teams for their use. Furthermore, study report was submitted465

to the company management that includes the finalized checklist, version history, its benefits based on the analysis of466

the qualitative and quantitative data (see Section 5) collected at different stages of this study.467

We did a follow up after a gap of six months. The team leads informed us that the checklist has become a part468

of their estimation and planning process. It is, however, being used in a different form. Both teams have printed the469

checklist on a single page that each team member uses during the estimation. Further, the checklist had also been470

translated to Portuguese language to facilitate some team members. During the follow up interaction, the Product A471

team lead shared his experience that checklist helped him to get back into the estimation process when he came back472

from vacations.473

“I’ve spent some time not participating in estimation meetings and then I went back for it. At that moment, the
checklist really helped me, because I had spent some time far from the estimation meeting and then I had to do it
again, it was much easier to adapt myself back again.”

Product A team lead

474

After transferring the final checklist and the follow up, we also requested both team leads to provide their feed-475

back on the checklist development process. First we emailed them a document (see data collection instrument C in476

Appendix A) briefly describing the purpose of the feedback, the checklist development process and a list of ques-477

tions. The team leads were requested to discuss the questions within their teams and provide their reflections. After478

receiving back their reflections, we conducted semi-structured interviews with team leads to confirm and discuss their479

feedback. In nutshell, both team leads expressed their confidence that they not only understand the process, but can480

also apply it by themselves to develop or evolve estimation checklist for a different project. During the interviews we481

ensured that the team leads understand each step, its purpose and how can it be applied.482

Product A team lead suggested that the step 3 (static validation) of the process should be iterative, i.e., we should483

only proceed to the next step when the team is satisfied about the checklist and have developed a shared understanding484

of the checklist. This was our intention as well when we described in step 3 of the process that, based on team’s485

feedback, the checklist should be revised and shared with the team. We proceed to the next step only when the team486

is satisfied with the revised checklist. Product B team lead suggested that for future applications of this process, the487

revised checklist and its previous versions should be made available at a shared space (e.g., company intranet). The488

team members shall be able to read comments of other members and also have the option to provide their feedback.489

This will allow the team to preserve the revision history of all checklist versions.490

Diyatech.491

After the dynamic validation step, we handed over the revised checklist to the development manager, who shared492

with us that the checklist would remain part of their estimation process. We highlighted the importance of maintaining493

the estimation data over the next few releases for a potential follow up investigation.494

We did a follow up after a gap of about six months. The development manager informed us that they have recently495

used the checklist again on a recent release of Product C. During this follow up we also requested the development496

manager to provide us feedback on the process we used to develop and evolve the estimation checklist. Like the497

Infoway case, we first send the feedback document (see data collection instrument C in Appendix A) and then also498

conducted a Skype interview. The development manager shared with us that due to his close involvement in this study499

and straightforwardness of the process, he fully understands the process activities and is confident that he can himself500

use it to develop estimation checklist for a different project, if required. The development manager highlighted the501

need to understand the project in depth for which the checklist is to be developed. During the follow up interview, the502

development manager stressed the importance of carefully identifying the relevant checklist factors, as part of step 1503

of the process, with the help of the team members who understand project complexities and context.504

“Yes, the activities mentioned pretty much cover the steps required to create a checklist that works for the most of
the projects. However, since every project can have its own nature of complexities, an in-depth understanding of
that project may help develop the “variable” part of checklist for that specific project.”

Development Manager
505

TSoft.506
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Figure 2: Checklist versions.
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The revised checklist was handed over to the project manager and the development team. We also provided the507

project manager with a report of the study findings using estimation data after the use of checklist and developers’508

subject opinion. The report also included suggestions relating to the planning process, code review process, and the509

need to report estimates and actual effort for monitoring performance and using the data to improve planning and510

estimation in future. The TSoft team was not using any project management tool to record estimates and actual effort511

spent, we requested them to enter the estimates, and subsequently the actual effort in the spreadsheet, which included512

the checklist as well.513

After a gap of six months, we contacted the project manager of the TSoft team through email for follow up. In514

a half hour Skype interview subsequently, we were informed that the development team is not using the checklist to515

estimate the tasks during sprint planning. According to the project manager the developers took it as an overhead to:516

1) use the checklist to estimate, 2) and more importantly, to log the actual hours spent on each task. Keeping track of517

the actual effort spent was a requirement from our side, as we wanted to determine the accuracy of the effort estimates.518

Nonetheless, the project manager shared with us that he himself is using the checklist factors in prioritizing the519

product backlog. The project manager uses the checklist factors to perform an initial impact analysis of the backlog520

items to determine their priority. Some checklist factors such as architectural change, involvement of NFRs and521

external services, support in establishing an initial understanding of the complexity of the involved tasks. Other522

factors, such as team’s skills and domain knowledge, helps in ranking the team’s readiness and capacity to take on the523

particular backlog item.524

We reformulated the checklist factors by referring them to backlog items (see Table A.6 in Appendix A), rather525

than sprint tasks, so that they are aligned with the revised usage of the checklist.526

We contacted the project manager again after a gap of about six more months to take his feedback on the check-527

list development process. Like the previous two cases first, we sent him the feedback document (see data collection528

instrument C in Appendix A). We also performed a Skype interview with the project manager. As mentioned previ-529

ously, the checklist is not being used by the development team during effort estimation. The focus of the discussion530

was on ensuring that the project manager understands the process well enough so that he can himself use it in future531

if required (e.g., for a new project). The project manager did not suggest any change in the checklist development532

process and observed that due to his involvement in the study, he has a good understanding of the process. Two aspects533

of the process that he particularly appreciated are its focus on understanding the project context directly from the team534

members and pilot testing during static validation before actually using the checklist.535

5. Results and Analysis - RQ2536

This section presents and analyzes the results for RQ2, which is about usefulness of the checklist in improving the537

expert judgment based effort estimation in the three case organizations. In all three cases the study participants showed538

keen interest to continue the use of estimation checklist in real situations (dynamic validation) after the workshops539

and the static validation. The checklist was then used by the study participants in real situations. Based on this real540

use, we collected more data to see how useful has been the checklist in improving the effort estimation.541

In all three cases we first used a questionnaire, which included questions about relevance of each checklist factor542

to the effort estimation process, and also the feedback and reflections on the checklist as a whole (see feedback543

instrument in Appendix A). Further, we also collected effort data to see if the use of the checklist has made any544

impact on the accuracy of the effort estimates. Finally, we performed Skype interviews to further understand the545

results and also the observed benefits and drawbacks, if any, of the checklists. We summarized the benefits noted by546

the case participants in Table 10.547

The inclusion of the recommended changes in the different versions of the checklists has been discussed earlier in548

Section 4.549

5.1. Infoway550

After the revised estimation checklist (Table A.2 in Appendix A ) was used by both Infoway teams in three sprints,551

we collected data to see how useful was the checklist.552
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Table 9: Accuracy of estimates before and after checklist introduction at Infoway

Product A Product B
No. of Mean Median No. of Mean Median

Sprint tasks BREbias BREbias tasks BREbias BREbias

Sprints before the use of checklist

Sprint 1 25 0.80 0.81 28 1.13 - 0.06
Sprint 2 21 0.62 0.57 25 - 0.36 - 0.09
Sprint 3 33 0.25 0.09 32 2.11 1.06
Sprint 4 26 - 0.04 0.11 63 1.30 0.15
Sprint 5 48 0.25 0.14 34 3.21 1.20

Sprints where checklist was used in estimation

Sprint 1 40 - 0.11 0.05 88 0.07 - 0.02
Sprint 2 26 - 0.26 - 0.13 40 0.29 - 0.01
Sprint 3 28 - 0.02 -0.14 86 0.35 0.12

5.1.1. Checklist usefulness based on subjective feedback:553

A common concern of both teams on the initial two versions of the checklist was time overhead due to the use of554

checklist during estimation. This was addressed by revising the checklist to include mandatory and optional parts.555

“It takes more time to finish the estimation process. Less items to consider would be better. ”
Product A team lead556

The teams, after using the revised checklist for two sprints, found that the checklist provided many benefits. They557

noted that the checklist, besides improving the estimation process and their confidence in estimates, has also helped558

them in improving the understanding of the tasks being estimated. The team leads associated it with the fact that559

checklist induces discussions on various topics (e.g., architecture, legacy code) covered in various factors.560

“Checklist has an impact improving confidence about estimates, since it provides an additional basis for the
estimate besides each developer’s experience. ”

“It helps understanding the task, it helps remembering points that everybody knows, but not always remember to
consider. Besides, it increases the discussions around each task.”

Product A team lead

“Checklist helped us to remember all tasks. It also improve[d] our understanding.”
Product B team lead

561

The team leads first rated each checklist factor after consulting their respective teams. Both leads discussed their562

ratings with each other and shared with us their common rating. They rated factors 1 to 8 in Table 11 as extremely563

relevant, while factors 9 to 12 were rated as relevant to the effort estimation. They were undecided about factor 13 and564

14. The remaining factors in Table 11 (15 to 17), marked as “N/A” are not rated as they were not part of the checklist565

for the Infoway case.566

5.1.2. Checklist usefulness based on effort data:567

Table 9 presents the mean and median BREbias values for sprints before and after the checklist was introduced in568

the two Infoway teams. The effort estimates vary from 1 hour to 8 hours normally. The company provided us with569

the estimation metrics for five sprints before the introduction of the estimation checklist. Apart from few exceptions,570

the data shows that the underestimation was the dominant trend for both products. It is much more significant in case571

of Product B. We have the data for only three sprints when the checklist was subsequently used to estimate tasks. We572

can see reduction in the underestimation bias in both products. In case of product A the data shows a shift towards573

the overestimation. The accuracy of the estimates in the three sprints where checklist was used, is better than the574

previous five sprints. However, Man-Whitney test, for both products, found that the differences between the accuracy575

of the two estimates (i.e., estimates with using checklist and estimates without using checklist) are not statistically576

significant.577
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Table 10: Benefits of using estimation checklist

No. Benefit Infoway Diyatech TSoft

1 The checklist improved our confidence in estimates X X X
2 The checklist reduced the chances of missing important factors during estimation X X X
3 The checklist improved our estimation process X X X
4 The checklist reduced the chances of missing tasks X X X
5 The checklist improved our understanding of the tasks being estimated X - X
6 Expert estimation became relatively objective due to the checklist - X -
7 The checklist helped in understanding the implementation complexity of tasks - - X
8 The checklist is a good support for new team members X - -

Table 11: Teams’ feedback on the relevance of the checklist factors to the effort estimation
No. Checklist factor Infoway Diyatech TSoft

1 What is the type of the task*? ++ ++ ++
2 The task is implementing a Functional Requirement (FR) or Non-Functional Requirement

(NFR) or both?
++ ++ +

3 Rank team’s technical competence/skills required to implement and test this task ++ ++ ++
4 How similar is the task to the previously developed tasks? ++ + ++
5 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this task ++ + +
6 How clear is your understanding of the task? ++ + ++
7 The implementation of the task requires understanding and/or changing legacy code ++ N/A N/A
8 Does the task involve communication between multiple (sub) systems? ++ ++ ++
9 Does the task require an architectural change? + ++ +
10 Does the team has new member(s)? + ++ N/A
11 Will the team or some member(s) be working on other products/projects/tasks in parallel? + N/A ++
12 Does the task involve accessing and/or modifying several different elements/tables in the

persistence/DB layer?
+ N/A +

13 Is the task size suitable to fit in the planned sprint? ˜ + +
14 Rank team’s recent productivity ˜ N/A N/A
15 The task involves designing and/or revising and/or implementing distributed algorithm(s) N/A ++ N/A
16 The may be interruptions during the planned release/sprint affecting team member’s mo-

mentum due to context switch
N/A ++ N/A

17 What is priority of the requirement being implement N/A ++ N/A
18 The task involves interfacing with external services/systems? N/A N/A ++
* In case of Diyatech the word requirement was used instead of task, as they estimate requirements not tasks.
++ = strongly agree, + = agree, ˜ = undecided, - = disagree, - - = strong disagree, N/A = Not Applicable

5.2. Diyatech578

The revised checklist was used in one release to estimate requirements. The release consisted of 8 requirements,579

wherein the estimates varied from 200 hours to 800 hours.580

5.2.1. Checklist usefulness based on subjective feedback:581

After the estimation was performed, we collected feedback from the development manager about the usefulness582

of the estimation checklist. Development manager shared several benefits of using checklist during estimation (see583

Table 10). In addition to the benefits highlighted by Infoway and TSoft cases, development manager opined that the584

expert estimation became more objective due to the use of checklist, without introducing much overhead.585

“The best part is that by following this checklist, the estimation becomes more factual and objective. One might
skip important factors if checklist is not followed and hence becomes underestimation.”

“Although, some of the checklist items were always considered but there were a few important items that we mostly
overlooked...it has helped us in structuring estimation process and has moved us a step closer to be more accurate
in time estimation.”

Development Manager

586

The development manager rated the relevance of the 13 factors in the final checklist to the estimation. He rated587

9 factors as extremely relevant, while the remaining 4 as relevant. These ratings (see Table 11) were obtained on the588

revised checklist, and therefore understandably no factors were rated as irrelevant.589
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Table 12: Accuracy of estimates before and after checklist introduction at Diyatech

Release No. of requirements Mean BREbias Median BREbias

One release where checklist was not used 8 0.20 0.27
One release where checklist was used 7 0.02 0.04

5.2.2. Checklist usefulness based on effort data:590

We managed to get the effort estimation data for one previous release when the checklist was not introduced.591

The mean and median BREbias values for the two releases (see Table 12) show that the checklist estimates are more592

accurate and have considerably low underestimation bias. The data clearly is not enough to draw any conclusions.593

However, it is aligned with the opinion of the manager and team that the underestimation had been the dominant594

trend, and checklist has helped in improving the estimates. We applied Man-Whitney test and found statistically595

significant difference (P value 0.026) between the accuracy of the two estimates (i.e., estimates with using checklist596

and estimates without using checklist). However, since the sample size in Diyatech case is quite small, the results597

should be interpreted with care.598

5.3. TSoft599

The TSoft team used the checklist for two sprints to estimate 21 tasks in total. The task estimates vary from 4600

hours (half day work) to 40 hours (one week work). At the time of study, TSoft did not have a process in place to601

log the actual effort spent on each task. It was agreed during this study that the team members will log their time in602

the same spreadsheet that included the estimation checklist. Therefore, we can not compare the accuracy of checklist603

estimates with the accuracy of the previous estimates.604

5.3.1. Checklist usefulness based on subjective feedback:605

TSoft team members shared several benefits of using checklist to estimate tasks (see Table 10). Besides the606

common benefits that were also shared by the Infoway and Diyatech cases, TSoft team opined that the use of checklist607

resulted in useful discussions on the technical and architectural complexity of the tasks. The development team rated608

the 13 factors (see Table 11) in the TSoft revised checklist for their relevance to the estimation. They rated seven609

factors are extremely relevant, while the remaining six as relevant.610

5.3.2. Checklist usefulness based on effort data:611

The mean and median BREbias for the 21 tasks estimated with the checklist is -0.04 and -0.05. The accuracy612

values indicate the presence of minor overoptimism bias. The developers, during their interviews earlier, opined that613

previously the most common scenario had been the presence of underestimation bias. The use of checklist may have614

lead to the decrease in the over optimism in their estimates. However, due to the unavailability of the previous data615

and also limited new data (only 21 tasks) we can not conclude anything in this case.616

“We get more understanding of the task type by going through these factors. The task effort is estimated more
accurately by considering these factors.”

Developer 1

“I think checklist help to understand the task basically wherever similar task show on sprint I get an idea how much
time I needed to complete this task.”
“..this checklist improve my confidence while estimating the task.”

Developer 2

“Improvement in estimation and also helpful to understand the complexity of task and complete a task on time. ”
Developer 3

617

6. Discussion618

In this section first, we further discuss the results of the two research questions. Later, we describe the implications619

of this work for both SE researchers and practitioners.620
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6.1. RQ1: Checklist development and evolution621

We followed a multi-step process to develop and evolve estimation checklists for the three cases included in this622

work. The process starts with the understand estimation context activity, wherein we elicited the details of the623

estimation process followed, and the factors that are considered during estimation through semi-structured interviews624

with case participants. The results (see Table 5) show that there are a number of reasons for effort overruns that are625

common across three cases. These common reasons include lack of details in requirements, changing requirements,626

overestimating team’s technical competence and domain knowledge, missing tasks, ignoring non-functional require-627

ments, architectural complexity of tasks and task size. These reasons for effort overruns have been identified in other628

studies as well (cf. [3, 43, 44]). There were, however, some reasons which were not common in all cases, such as629

involvement of external interfaces.630

The next activity is the develop and present checklist, wherein the first draft of the estimation checklist was631

presented in each case to the involved teams in a workshop. The aim is to present the checklist, and describe how it632

can be used and more importantly take initial feedback to revise it. In this phase, participants in each case suggested633

changes (see Figure 2) to customize checklists to their respective contexts.634

These changes should be embraced and welcomed, as it indicates the study participants’ interest in the proposed635

checklist. At this stage, the participants have not yet used the checklist during effort estimation. It is likely that636

when they actually use checklist, they want to further customize the checklist. The next activity, validate checklist637

statically, provide this opportunity to the case participants to use the estimation checklist on a sample of previous638

tasks and provide feedback for further changes. In all three cases, the participants used the checklist on a small sample639

of tasks and recommended further changes. For example, in Diyatech case the development manager suggested to640

include a factor about requirement’s priority in the checklist, and in case of TSoft the team suggested to remove a641

factor about team’s recent productivity. This type of validation in a controlled setting has been suggested by Hales et642

al. [29] as well in the development of medical checklists.643

During the next activity, validate checklist dynamically, the teams use the checklist in real context to estimate644

tasks/requirements for the next release/sprint. When the teams use the checklist in real context, they may feel the645

need to further fine tune the checklists. After the dynamic validation phase, the teams were requested to provide their646

feedback on the estimation checklists through a feedback instrument (see checklist feedback instrument in Appendix647

A) consisting of both open and close ended questions. The participants from two cases (Infoway and Diyatech)648

suggested further changes (see Figure 2), while TSoft did not ask for more changes. These changes further customized649

the checklist to the context of the respective teams and companies.650

One of the concerns of the Infoway teams was about time overhead due to the use of checklist during estimation651

sessions. In some cases, the teams have to estimate quickly due to the limited time available for estimation. Hales652

et al. [29] suggested to avoid having long checklists, while Jørgensen [31] recommended that the checklist should653

only consist of relevant content. In a follow up discussion with the Infoway team leads, we came up with the idea to654

classify the checklist factors into two parts: mandatory and optional. The mandatory part consists of that minimum set655

of factors that are to be considered in all situations, while the optional part consist of factors that will be considered656

subject to the availability of the time. Infoway products are relatively old products, and considerable amount of legacy657

code has been developed. To account for that, the Infoway teams suggested to include an additional factor about658

legacy code in the mandatory part of the checklist.659

Diyatech development manager suggested to add two more factors in their checklist after using it to estimate660

requirements of the next release. The first one is about the involvement of complex distributed algorithms, which is661

a common scenario in the performance enhancement product domain. The second added factor deals with the work662

interruptions due to company and team events, impacting the team momentum.663

The last phase of the process is Transfer and follow up, wherein the revised checklist is handed over to the664

involved team for future use. It is up to the company management to decide if they want to include the checklist in665

their estimation process. In each case after dynamic validation, we handed over the revised checklists to our contacts666

in the three companies. At that stage, all had expressed their interest to keep using the checklist in future as well.667

As part of the follow up, we contacted the Infoway team leads, Diyatech development manager and TSoft project668

manager. Infoway team leads informed us that the checklist has become a part of their estimation process. It is being669

used by the two teams during estimation sessions. The checklist has also been translated to Portuguese to support670

those team members who feel more comfortable with their native language. Diyatech manager informed us that they671
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have used the checklist again in their recent release of Product C, and their plan is to continue using the checklist in672

future as well. TSoft project manager informed us that the team does not use the checklist anymore during estimation.673

However, he himself has been using checklist factors in prioritizing product backlog and sprint planning. The checklist674

factors support him in performing impact analysis of the backlog items. Dynamic validation phase of the Diyatech675

case was concluded relatively recently. Therefore, no follow up has yet been performed in this case.676

Finally as part of the follow up, we also requested companies to provide their feedback on the checklist develop-677

ment process. The idea was to ensure that, besides the checklists, the proposed process for checklist development is678

also transferred to the companies. In all cases, the involved practitioners expressed their confidence that, if required,679

they can apply the process by themselves in developing new checklists.680

6.2. RQ2: Usefulness of the checklist in improving effort estimation681

In all three cases, the participants provided a highly positive feedback after using the checklist in real context.682

They noted several benefits (see Table 10) of using checklist during effort estimation. Checklist factors were found to683

be useful in reminding teams of the important factors that should be considered during effort estimation. The Checklist684

introduced some structure in the otherwise largely ad-hoc expert estimation process that was being practiced in all685

three cases. One of the reasons for effort overruns, shared by participants from all three cases, was forgetting tasks686

during the task definition/decomposition process. The participants observed that the checklist factors such as those687

related to non-functional requirements, testing and tasks classification into company specific types, has reduced the688

chances of missing tasks. These benefits of estimation checklists have been reported earlier as well [2]. Checklists689

have been found to be beneficial in avoiding human error in omitting relevant activities and adherence to best practices690

in other disciplines as well, such as aviation, product manufacturing and health care [13].691

The sudy participants noted that the explicit consideration of checklist factors during estimation has increased their692

confidence in effort estimates. Passing and Shepperd [12] also noted that the use of checklist improves estimators’693

confidence in effort estimates.694

Another benefit of using checklist noted by study participants is about improved understandability of the task695

or requirement being estimated. The participants believe that the checklist factors induced discussion on different696

topics, such as impact on architecture, involvement of legacy code or non-functional requirements and required skills,697

which resulted in much better understanding of the requirements. These factors were not new for the team members.698

However, they were discussed occasionally when someone from the team is able to recall particular factors during699

estimation. The inclusion of these factors in the checklist made their use more consistent.700

The use of checklist has reduced the underestimation bias in two cases (Infoway and Diyatech), and resulted701

in more accurate estimates. The manager and team leads from these two cases attributed this improvement to the702

use of the checklist, which forces them to consider these factors during estimation. Previously, these factors were703

not considered consistently. Furulund and Moløkken-Østvold [11] also observed that the checklist improved the704

estimation accuracy. In case of TSoft, we do not have the previous data to perform this comparison. However, the705

available effort data for just 21 tasks, that were estimated using checklist, show that the estimates are quite accurate706

and have a minor overestimation bias.707

6.3. Implications for research708

During the course of these three case studies, we had the opportunity to closely work with the involved teams709

to develop and evolve estimation checklists to improve their expert estimation processes. We learned the following710

lessons during this multi-case study, which can be used by other researchers investigating similar topics:711

• Provide multiple opportunities for practitioners’ feedback: We used a process that allowed case participants to712

provide their feedback on checklist at multiple stages (e.g., during first workshop, interviews after static and713

dynamic validation). Garousi et al. [45] also recommended to have effective communication with the industrial714

partner, and to run regular workshops and seminars. The initial feedback is not enough, as it just consist of715

participants’ first impressions on the relevance of checklist factors. When participants have used the checklist716

during effort estimation for some time, they can provide more useful suggestions for improvement. Therefore,717

it is important to try to have them use the checklist, preferably in real context, in order to get effective feedback.718

The on-site presence of the first author in two cases proved very helpful in establishing trust and efficiently719

working together to develop and try initial checklist versions.720
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• Incorporate suggested changes: One checklist can not fit all contexts. The context of the company and the721

teams differ with respect to the domain, product complexity and history, team member’s experience and skill722

etc. Therefore, it is important that the checklist is customized for the team context, and this customization723

should be based on the team’s feedback. At each stage, we made an effort to act on the participants’ feedback724

(e.g., add/remove a factor from checklist, improve scales or description) and reported back with the revised725

checklist.726

• Agile context: Most development teams use a combination of agile practices to develop software. In agile727

software development context the focus is on using light-weight processes and tools. Therefore if the checklist728

has to be used by an agile team as support to expert estimation, it should not consist of long list of factors. Agile729

teams would have to use estimation checklist repeatedly on the same project with each iteration and/or release.730

We tried to include only those factors in each checklist, which were considered relevant by the team members.731

Even then, in Infoway case, we had to divide the checklist factors into mandatory and optional parts.732

• Share results of analysis: It is also important to share the results of the data analysis with case participants. For733

example, if there is any improvement in the accuracy of the effort estimates. And, how the whole team thinks734

about the usefulness of the estimation checklist. Showing benefits of the proposed solutions to the industrial735

partner is a good practice to improve industry-academia collaboration [45].736

6.4. Implications for practice737

Expert estimation is most widely used estimation technique in software Industry. It involves little documentation738

and formalism. And, instead of using some algorithm or model, the involved experts rely on their intuition to estimate739

software development effort. Despite of all these “popular” attributes of expert estimation, it could still be inconsistent740

and ad-hoc. The experts may consider one set of factors during estimation one day, and a different set of factors another741

day. Furthermore, which factors were actually considered in a specific case may also gets lost. Checklist can be used742

as a tool to overcome these problems associated with expert estimation. On one hand, checklist would ensure the743

consistent consideration of the set of factors during effort estimation. On the other hand, it also documents, at low744

cost, what was considered during estimation of different stories and requirements. In three cases that we investigated745

in this study, the participants found the idea of using checklist during estimation beneficial. The involved companies746

are from different domains, and their size varies from small to medium.747

As noted before as well, in order for checklist to be useful, it has to be customized for the involved team and748

company context. This can only be realized if the involved team actively works with the researchers to provide them749

their feedback, and use the checklist according to the provided guidelines. Apart from the qualitative information750

through interviews and discussions, effort estimation data (i.e., actual effort, effort estimates) is required to be able751

to perform quantitative analysis. For example, in order to see if the checklist has improved accuracy of the effort752

estimates, effort data for the past and current sprints/release is required.753

The proposed process (see Figure 1) can be used by the managers to prepare customized checklists for their teams.754

They can start with arranging workshops or discussions with the practitioners involved in the estimation process to755

elicit the reasons for the lack of accuracy and consistency in their effort estimates. Through these discussions, an756

initial checklist consisting of the factors that should be considered during estimation can be prepared. It is crucial that757

the team develops a shared understanding of the checklist factors, and how to use them during effort estimation. Next,758

the involved team should test the checklist on trial basis in few sprints. This pilot testing is vital in understanding759

how to use and integrate the checklist in the estimation process, and also in revising them using team’s feedback. We760

observed during these studies that the suggestion (cf. [31, 29]) to keep the checklists brief and relevant is crucial to761

ensure that the team members remain motivated in using the checklist. Lastly, it is also essential for the managers and762

teams to remember that the checklist should not be treated as a static document. In the light of their experiences and763

analysis, the checklist should continue to evolve.764

7. Validity threats765

In this section we discuss the validity aspects of our study using the classification adopted by Runeson and Höst766

[27] in their guidelines from Yin [46] and Wohlin et al [47].767
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7.1. Construct validity768

Construct validity is about ensuring if the measures used actually represent the concepts that researchers want769

to investigate and what is described in the research questions. In our case, for example, we discussed two effort770

estimation scenarios (under and overestimation) and their possible reasons with interviewees. In order to make sure771

that the interviewees do not interpret them in a different way, we provided them with examples to explain what do we772

mean by under and overestimation (cf, scenarios used in written interview questions in Appendix A).773

The proposed estimation checklist contain number of factors and corresponding scale values that are to be used by774

the study participants during estimation. We performed many steps to ensure that each checklist factor is understood775

and interpreted correctly and consistently by all team members. These steps include presenting each factor and776

associated scale in a workshop, written description notes for each factor to explain what is meant by it and how to use777

the associated scale, static validation and the follow up discussion to ensure shared understanding.778

7.2. Internal validity779

Internal validity relates to the possibility of confounding factors impacting the investigated factor, wherein the re-780

searcher is either unaware of the existence of these factors or their impact on the investigated factor. When we elicited781

the reasons for effort overruns, in each case we involved multiple participants (source triangulation) to ensure that we782

have not missed out anything. Furthermore, after dynamic validation step, the metrics data showed improvement in783

the accuracy of the effort estimates in two cases (Infoway and Diyatech cases). We conducted follow up discussions784

(method triangulation) to request the case participants to explain the results, and to see if the improvements could785

actually be attributed to some other factor. In both cases, the participants attributed the improvements to the use of786

checklists.787

Regarding the checklist development process, we used an instrument (see data collection instrument C in Appendix788

A) to ensure that the checklist development process has also been transferred to the case companies. It is possible that789

the respondents found it difficult to acknowledge their lack of understanding of the process or checklist in response to790

the questions in the instrument i.e., there is a possibility of respondent bias. We tried to triangulate respondents’ written791

feedback in the follow-up semi-structured interviews. Nonetheless, there is still a possibility that some respondents792

did not fully understood the checklist development process.793

7.3. External validity794

External validity is about the extent to which the study findings are generalizeable and applicable to cases and795

people outside the investigated case. We investigated three cases in this study. Our findings are limited to the type796

of cases we studied and their context. Two companies (Infoway and Diyatech) are medium sized relatively old797

companies, while the third one (TSoft) is a new and small offshore development center of a parent company in a798

European country. The companies are developing software in different domains (eHealth, performance enhancement799

and transportation). Two common aspects in these three studied cases are: expert estimation and agile practices. We800

can therefore say that our findings may be of interest to the small to medium software companies that use expert801

estimation to estimate development effort in an agile software development context.802

7.4. Reliability803

Reliability is concerned with the degree to which the data and the analysis are dependent on the researcher. We804

involved multiple researchers during the study planning, data collection and analysis phases. We also involved the805

case participants (company director for Infoway, development manager for Diyatech, project manager for TSoft) in806

reviewing the study protocol before the start of the data collection phase. However, since the work is lead by the first807

author (PhD student), we can not be certain that the data and analysis are completely independent of the first author.808

The involvement of other researchers in all study phases would have reduced this dependency, if not completely809

eliminated it.810

We were able to obtain limited effort data both before and after the use of checklist. In case of TSoft, previous811

effort data was not available. Therefore, we could not compare in quantitative terms the impact of checklist on the812

accuracy of the effort estimates. Furthermore, in case of Diyatech we have data about two releases only, one without813

the checklist use and one where checklist was used. This is not enough to be able to draw any conclusions. In case814

of Infoway we have relatively more data, but still the results should be interpreted with care. However, it was good815
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to observe during the follow up interaction with these companies, that they are still using the checklists. We hope we816

will be able to have more data, both qualitative and quantitative, in future to be able to perform more analysis.817

8. Conclusions and future work818

We reported a multi-case study to develop and evolve estimation checklists to improve their expert estimation819

processes. The three companies involved in the reported multi-case study are: Infoway (a medium-sized company820

in Brazil developing products in eHealth domain), Diyatech (a medium-sized company in Pakistan developing per-821

formance enhancement applications for distributed environments) and TSoft (small and a new offshore development822

center of a parent company in Norway, developing applications in the transportation domain).823

In RQ1, we proposed a multi-step process to develop and evolve checklist to improve expert estimation of soft-824

ware development effort. The application of the process was demonstrated in three companies. The checklists were825

developed and evolved based on the feedback from the participants in all cases. After dynamically validating the826

checklists in the real context, we transferred the revised checklists to the involved teams. We performed a follow-up827

step after a gap of six months in all cases. In case of Infoway and Diyatech, we got to know that the checklist has828

become a part of their estimation process. In case of TSoft, the development team was not using the checklist any-829

more. However, the project manager was using checklist factors to prioritize product backlog. We did not perform830

any follow up with Diyatech, as the checklist was transferred to them only recently after dynamic validation. Finally,831

we also ensured that the checklist development process is also transferred to the involved teams so that, if and when832

required, they can use it by themselves in developing new estimation checklists.833

In RQ2, based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative data, we showed the usefulness of checklists in834

improving the expert effort estimation. After using the checklist in the real context, participants from all cases shared835

that they found the checklist extremely useful in improving the estimation process. The commonly observed benefits836

of estimation checklists were: improved task understandability, increased confidence in effort estimates, fewer chances837

of missing tasks and factors to be considered, and more objectivity in the expert estimation process. The analysis of838

the effort data from two cases showed that the use of checklist had improved the accuracy of the effort estimates, and839

the underestimation bias was also reduced, which was one of the common challenges for all three companies before840

the introduction of checklists.841

As part of our future work, we plan to collect more data from these companies to see how useful have been the842

checklists in the long run. We will also try to identify possibilities for further improvements related to the checklists.843

We are currently using the process proposed in this study in a large Swedish telecommunication software vendor,844

which was interested in using our work to improve their expert estimation process.845

Another future direction is about combining checklist with Machine Learning (ML) based techniques to calculate846

the effort estimate automatically once all checklist factors are processed, and relevant options are selected by the847

experts involved. Analogy-based estimation techniques such as Case Base Reasoning (CBR) are one of the most fre-848

quently used ML based techniques [1, 48, 49]. Analogy based estimation is more closely related to expert estimation,849

as it involves a problem solving mechanism that is quite similar to human problem solving [50, 51, 52, 53]. Therefore,850

experts are more likely to use it, in combination with expert estimation, as compared to other ML based estimation851

techniques. Once our checklist has been used for few sprints or releases, a useful historical database would become852

available. The idea is to use this database to support experts in generating estimates once they have answered all853

checklist factors. Analogy or CBR based techniques can use the historical data to identify similar estimation cases854

from past to derive or propose the effort estimate for the current case.855
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Appendix A. Checklist versions and data collection instruments948

Table A.1: Infoway checklist V2 (after initial feedback and static validation)

No. Checklist factor Scale

1 What is the type of the task? Implementation, testing, research
2 The task is implementing a Functional Requirement (FR) or

Non-Functional Requirement (NFR) or both?
Only an NFR, FR with major NFR constraints, FR
with minor NFR constraints, only FR

3 How similar is the task to the previously developed tasks To a great extent, somewhat, very little, not at all
4 Rank team’s technical competence/skills required to imple-

ment and test this task
Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

5 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this
task

Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

6 Does the task require an architectural change? Yes, not sure, no
7 Does the task involve communication between multiple (sub)

systems?
Yes, not sure, no

8 Does the task involve accessing and/or modifying several dif-
ferent elements/tables in the persistence/DB layer?

Yes, not sure, no

9 How clear is your understanding of the task? Very good, good, average, below average, need to talk
to customer before moving on

10 Is the task size suitable to fit in the planned sprint Yes, not sure, no
11 Will the team or some member(s) be working on other prod-

ucts/projects/tasks in parallel?
Yes, not sure, no

12 Does the team has new member(s)? Yes, no
13 Rank team’s recent productivity Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

Based on the above characterizations, most likely effort estimate for this task is: ———– hours
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Data	Collection	Instrument	A	
	

Interview	questions	about	effort	estimation	at	Diyatech	
	

	
Please	provide	information	about	your	role	and	experience	in	Table	1	
	

Table	1:	Basic	information	of	the	interviewee	
Your	current	role	 Software	Architect	
Experience	in	current	role	(in	Years)	 	
Previous	roles	in	this	company,	if	any	 	
Total	experience	in	this	company	 	
Experience	before	this	company,	if	
any	

	

	
There	are	two	common	scenarios	(see	Table	2)	with	respect	to	the	accuracy	of	the	effort	
estimates:	underestimation	(Scenario	1)	and	overestimation	(Scenario	2).	
Underestimation	is	also	referred	as	effort	overrun	or	delay.	
	

Table	2:	Effort	estimation	example	scenarios	
Scenario	1	(underestimation)	 Scenario	2	(overestimation)	
Effort	estimate:	25	Hours	 Effort	estimate:	25	Hours	
Actual	effort:	40	Hours	 Actual	effort:	15	Hours	
	
1. How	frequently	these	two	scenarios	occur	in	your	product?	Which	one	is	more	

frequent?	
2. In	your	opinion,	what	are	the	main	reasons	for	software	effort	overruns,	i.e.	scenario	

1,	in	your	context?	
3. In	your	opinion,	what	are	the	main	reasons	for	overestimation	scenario,	i.e.	scenario	

2,	in	your	context?	
4. What	are	the	main	challenges/difficulties	in	estimating	the	development	effort?	
5. How	effort	is	estimated	in	your	product/company?	Briefly	describe	main	steps.	
6. Which	factors	do	you	consider	in	estimating	the	effort	of	a	requirement	or	story?	
7. What	role,	if	any,	do	you	play	in	the	effort	estimation	process?	
8. How	to	improve	the	current	effort	estimation	process?	What	changes	should	be	

made,	in	your	opinion,	in	the	current	effort	estimation	process?	
	
	
Developers	are	only	asked	Q1	to	Q3,	as	they	are	not	directly	involved	in	the	estimation	process.	The	
architect	and	the	development	manager	were	requested	to	answer	all	questions,	as	they	participate	in	the	
estimation	process.	
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Data Collection Instrument B

Effort	Estimation	Checklist	Feedback	Instrument	
First	of	all,	we	reproduced	the	relevant	checklist	here	to	facilitate	the	participants	in	
answering	feedback	questions.	

Evaluation	of	the	proposed	effort	estimation	checklist	by	practitioners	

1. Questions	about	each	checklist	item

Provide	your	opinion	on	each	checklist	factor	with	respect	to	their	relevance	to	the	effort	
estimation.	Mark	your	choice	by	writing	“Yes”	in	the	cell	of	your	choice.	

#	 Do	you	think	this	checklist	item	is	relevant	to	consider	during	estimation?	
Strongly	agree	 Agree	 Undecided	 Disagree	 Strongly	

disagree	
1	

2	

3	

4	

5	

6	

7	

8	

9	

10	

11	

12	

13	

14	

15	

2. Suggestions	for	improvement	(This	part	is	really	important,	as	your	suggestions	will	guide	us	in
improving	the	proposed	checklist)

2.1	Are	there	any	other	factors	that	should	be	added	to	the	checklist?	If	yes,	then	kindly	list	
those	factors	here,	also	state	why	do	you	recommend	adding	them.	
Space	for	the	answer	

2.2	Are	there	checklist	items	that	should	be	removed	from	the	checklist?	If	yes,	then	kindly	list	
those	items	here	and	also	state	why	do	you	recommend	removing	them?	
Space	for	the	answer	

2.3	What	are	the	benefits	of	using	this	estimation	checklist?	
Space	for	the	answer	

2.4	What	are	the	drawbacks/limitations	of	this	checklist	in	your	opinion?	How	can	we	
improve/revise	this	checklist?	Please	feel	free	to	provide	your	frank	opinion,	as	it	will	help	us	
in	improving	our	work.	

Space	for	the	answer	
2.5	Are	you	interested	in	using	the	checklist	in	future	sprints/releases?	
	Space	for	the	answer	
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Data	Collection	Instrument	C	
	

Checklist	Development	Process	Feedback	
	

Earlier	we	obtained	your	feedback	on	the	checklist.	In	this	part,	we	are	requesting	your	
feedback	and	reflections	on	the	process	we	used	to	develop	and	handover	checklist	to	
your	team.	
	

1. Checklist	development	process	(included	here	for	your	reference)	
	
Figure	1	from	the	Manuscript	was	included	here	to	present	a	summary	of	checklist	
development	process	
	

2. Questions	

	

Q1:	Do	you	understand	all	activities	(1	to	5	in	the	Figure	above)	of	the	process	and	their	
purpose?	
	
Q2:	Do	you	think	you	can	apply	this	process	by	yourself	in	developing	a	checklist	for	a	
different	team/project/context?	If	no,	are	there	any	activities	that	you	think	are	difficult	to	
apply?	
	
Q3:	Is	there	a	need	to	remove	any	activities	from	this	process?	If	yes,	then	kindly	list	those	
activities	here	and	also	state	why	do	you	recommend	removing	them?	
	
Q4:		Is	there	a	need	to	add	activities	to	this	process?	If	yes,	then	kindly	list	those	activities	
here	and	also	state	why	do	you	recommend	adding	them?	
	
Q5:	You	were	closely	involved	when	this	process	was	applied	to	develop	checklist	for	your	
team.	Do	you	think	this	process	was	helpful	in	developing	checklist	for	your	team?	
	
Q6:	Do	you	have	any	other	experiences	to	share	or	reflections/suggestions	to	improve	it	
further?	
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Table A.2: Infoway checklist V3 (prioritized and classified after dynamic validation)

No. Checklist factor Scale

Mandatory Part

1 What is the type of the task? Implementation, testing, research
2 The task is implementing a Functional Requirement (FR) or

Non-Functional Requirement (NFR) or both?
Only an NFR, FR with major NFR constraints, FR
with minor NFR constraints, only FR

3 Rank team’s technical competence/skills required to imple-
ment and test this task

Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

4 How similar is the task to the previously developed tasks? To a great extent, somewhat, very little, not at all
5 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this

task
Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

6 How clear is your understanding of the task? Very good, good, average, below average, need to talk
to customer before moving on

7 The implementation of the task requires understanding and/or
changing legacy code

Yes, not sure, no

8 Does the task involve communication between multiple (sub)
systems?

Yes, not sure, no

Optional Part

9 Does the task require an architectural change? Yes, not sure, no
10 Does the team has new member(s)? Yes, no
11 Will the team or some member(s) be working on other prod-

ucts/projects/tasks in parallel?
Yes, not sure, no

12 Does the task involve accessing and/or modifying several dif-
ferent elements/tables in the persistence/DB layer?

Yes, not sure, no

13 Is the task size suitable to fit in the planned sprint? Yes, not sure, no
14 Rank team’s recent productivity Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

Based on the above characterizations, most likely effort estimate for this task is: ———– hours

Table A.3: Diyatech checklist V2 (after initial feedback and static validation)

No. Checklist factor Scale

1 The requirement is classified as: x, y, z (company specific categories)
2 How similar is the requirement to the previously developed require-

ments?
To a great extent, somewhat, very little, not at all

3 Rank team’s technical competence required to implement this require-
ment

Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

4 Rank team’s technical competence required to test this requirement Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
5 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this requirement Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
6 Rank team’s recent productivity Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
7 Does the team has new member(s)? Yes, no
8 Will this requirement’s implementation involve an architectural change? Yes, not sure, no
9 Will this requirement’s implementation involve communication be-

tween multiple (sub) systems?
Yes, not sure, no

10 The requirement is classified as Functional Requirement (FR) or Non-
Functional Requirement (NFR) or both?

Only an NFR, FR with major NFR constraints, FR
with minor NFR constraints, only FR

11 How clear is your understanding of the requirement? Very good, good, average, below average, need to talk
to customer before moving on

12 Is the requirement size suitable to fit in the planned release? Yes, not sure, no
13 What is the priority of the requirement? Company specific priority categories

Based on the above characterizations, specify your most likely effort estimate for the following activities:
Requirements analysis ——— hrs

Documentation ——— hrs
Design ——— hrs
Coding ——— hrs
Testing ——— hrs

Non-development work ——— hrs

Total ———— hrs
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Table A.4: Diyatech checklist V3 (after dynamic validation)

No. Checklist factor Scale

1 The requirement is classified as: x, y, z (company specific categories)
2 How similar is the requirement to the previously developed require-

ments?
To a great extent, somewhat, very little, not at all

3 Rank team’s technical competence required to implement this require-
ment

Very good, good, average, below average, lacking

4 Rank team’s technical competence required to test this requirement Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
5 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this requirement Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
6 Rank team’s recent productivity Very good, good, average, below average, lacking
7 Does the team has new member(s)? Yes, no
8 Will this requirement’s implementation involve an architectural change? Yes, not sure, no
9 Will this requirement’s implementation involve communication be-

tween multiple (sub) systems?
Yes, not sure, no

10 The requirement is classified as Functional Requirement (FR) or Non-
Functional Requirement (NFR) or both?

Only an NFR, FR with major NFR constraints, FR
with minor NFR constraints, only FR

11 How clear is your understanding of the requirement? Very good, good, average, below average, need to talk
to customer before moving on

12 Is the requirement size suitable to fit in the planned release? Yes, not sure, no
13 What is the priority of the requirement? Company specific priority categories
14 Will this requirement’s implementation involve designing and/or revis-

ing and/or implementing distributed algorithm(s)?
Yes, not sure, no

15 Do you think there may be interruptions during the planned re-
lease/sprint affecting team member’s momentum due to context switch?

Yes, not sure, no

Based on the above characterizations, specify your most likely effort estimate for the following activities:
Requirements analysis ——— hrs

Documentation ——— hrs
Design ——— hrs
Coding ——— hrs
Testing ——— hrs

Non-development work ——— hrs

Total ———— hrs

Table A.5: Tsoft checklist V2 (after initial feedback and static validation)

No. Checklist factor Scale

1 What is the type of the task? UI, Business logic, DB, UI and Business
logic, Business logic and DB, All

2 How clear is your understanding of the task? Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking, need to talk to product owner before
moving on

3 How similar is the task to the previously developed tasks To a great extent, somewhat, very little, not
at all

4 Rank team’s technical competence/skills required to implement and test
this task

Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking

5 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this task Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking

6 Will the task implementation likely to involve interfacing with external
services/systems?

Yes, not sure, no

7 Does the task require an architectural change? Yes, not sure, no
8 Does the task involve communication between multiple (sub) systems? Yes, not sure, no
9 Does the task involve accessing and/or modifying several different ele-

ments/tables in the persistence/DB layer?
Yes, not sure, no

10 Are there stringent non-functional requirements (performance, security
etc.) associated with this task?

Yes, not sure, no

11 Will the team or some member(s) be working on other prod-
ucts/projects/tasks in parallel?

Yes, not sure, no

12 Is the task size suitable to fit in the planned sprint Yes, not sure, no

Based on the above characterizations, most likely effort estimate for this task is: ———– hours
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Table A.6: Tsoft checklist V3 (after follow up discussion with project manager)

No. Checklist factor Scale

1 What types of tasks are likely to be involved for this backlog item ? UI, Business logic, DB, UI and Business
logic, Business logic and DB, All

2 How clear is your understanding of the backlog item? Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking, need to talk to product owner before
moving on

3 How similar is the item to the previously developed items To a great extent, somewhat, very little, not
at all

4 Rank team’s technical competence/skills required to implement and test
this backlog item

Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking

5 Rank team’s domain knowledge required to implement this backlog
item

Very good, good, average, below average,
lacking

6 Does the implementation of the backlog item likely to involve interfac-
ing with external services/systems

Yes, not sure, no

7 Does the implementation of the backlog item likely to require an archi-
tectural change?

Yes, not sure, no

8 Does the implementation of the backlog item likely to involve commu-
nication between multiple (sub) systems?

Yes, not sure, no

9 Does the implementation of the backlog item likely to involve access-
ing and/or modifying several different elements/tables in the persis-
tence/DB layer?

Yes, not sure, no

10 Are there stringent non-functional requirements (performance, security
etc.) associated with this backlog item?

Yes, not sure, no

11 Will all or some member(s) of team be working on other prod-
ucts/projects/tasks in parallel?

Yes, not sure, no

12 Does the size of the backlog item suitable to fit in one sprint Yes, not sure, no

Based on the above characterizations, most likely effort estimate for this task is: ———– hours
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